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Abstract—It is expected that the use of cognitive radio for smart
grid communication will be indispensable in near future. Recently,
IETF has standardized RPL (routing protocol for low power and
lossy networks), which is expected to be the standard routing
protocol for majority of applications including advanced metering
infrastructure (AMI) networks. Our objective in this paper is to
enhance RPL for cognitive radio enabled AMI networks. Our
enhanced protocol provides novel modifications to RPL in order
to address the routing challenges in cognitive radio environments
along with protecting the primary users as well as meeting the
utility requirements of secondary network. System level perfor-
mance evaluation shows the effectiveness of proposed protocol as
a viable solution for practical cognitive AMI networks.

Index Terms—AMI networks, cognitive radio networks, routing,
RPL, smart grid.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE LEGACY electric power grid, which has lasted for
years, is energy inefficient, insecure, and prone to fre-

quent transmission failures and congestion [1]. The term smart
grid refers to the next generation of electric grid where power
distribution and management is upgraded by incorporating
advanced bi-directional communications, automated control
and distributed computing capabilities for improved agility,
efficiency, reliability and security [2]. It allows electricity
providers, distributors, and consumers to maintain a real time
awareness of operating requirements and capabilities. An inte-
grated high performance, reliable, scalable, robust, and secure
communication network is critical for the successful operation
of smart grid in order to support different applications.
One of the key elements of the smart grid is the advanced

metering infrastructure (AMI) wherein multiple smart meters
(located at customer premises) communicate with a local ac-
cess point (meter concentrator) which is further connected to
a meter data management system (MDMS) that acts as a con-
trol center for storage, processing and management of meter
data in order to be used by different applications [3]. The AMI
networks can contribute in several ways in realizing the vision
of smart grid. For example, through the AMI network, utility
providers can manage on demand power requirements, monitor
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power quality, identify anomalies, and regulate electricity usage
(using dynamic pricing).
Depending upon the size of a utility, the number of smart

meters in a network may vary from a few hundred to several
thousand. Several communication technologies such as cel-
lular, WiMAX, power line communications (PLC), etc., are
currently under consideration for AMI networks. However,
there is no clear consensus by the community so far. Each of
these technologies has its own pros and cons. For example,
cellular networks are primarily optimized for conventional
human-to-human (H2H) communication. Hence, radio re-
source management between H2H users and smart meters
becomes challenging as both have different quality-of-service
(QoS) requirements. Secondly, a large number of smart meters
in a community can create traffic overload on the uplink random
access channel. Thirdly, packet size for AMI type traffic can
be much smaller than that of the signalling traffic resulting in
low efficiency [4]. Last, but not the least, cellular coverage
penetration is an important issue that needs to be considered
due to the variability in smart meter locations (e.g., some
meters may be installed at places such as garages, under the
stairs, or may be present inside metal cages). Similar challenges
exist for WiMAX based solutions. Apart from this, the security
issues of WiMAX are still under investigation [5]. Moreover,
utility providers are not comfortable with the fact that their
data travels through a third party network; an issue which is
common to both cellular and WiMAX based solutions. PLC
appears to be an attractive solution due to the use of existing
power grid infrastructure. However, the underlying communi-
cation medium will not be available in case of power outage
which is a serious issue. Moreover, in some parts of the world
(e.g., Norway) regulatory authorities have banned the use of
PLC due to possible detrimental effect on military HF radio
communications [6].
A practical solution is to deploy a static multi-hop wireless

mesh network connecting a large number of smart meters which
in turn is connected to a gateway (concentrator). This solution
is particularly attractive as it scales well with the size of the
AMI network. Moreover, the utility provider has complete con-
trol over the infrastructure. It should be noted that although
smart meters are static, the wireless link between an arbitrary
pair of smart meters is generally unstable due to fading and in-
terference effects. Therefore, the AMI network requires proper
routing functionalities for reliable and low latency delivery of
data for different applications.
RPL (routing protocol for low power and lossy networks)

[7] is a routing protocol that has been recently standardized by
IETF and intends to support a variety of applications including
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building automation, healthcare, urban sensor networks, indus-
trial monitoring, etc. RPL is currently under active investiga-
tion in the research community. Moreover, it is attracting a lot
of attention for AMI mesh networks in smart grids (e.g., see
[8]–[12]) and is expected to be the standard routing protocol for
AMI applications.
On the other hand, cognitive radio (CR) [13], [14] is viewed

as a novel approach to address the spectrum scarcity and spec-
trum inefficiency issue in wireless networks. In CR networks,
unlicensed users (secondary users) dynamically access the fre-
quency band/channel whenever the licensed user (primary user)
is absent and need to vacate the band/channel whenever the
latter is detected. There are several motivations for using CR
technology for smart grid communications [15]. The multitude
of connected devices will create a major challenge in terms of
spectrum congestion. With dynamic spectrum access capabili-
ties of CR, existing spectrum can be utilized more efficiently
in order to avoid the potential shortage of spectrum. Moreover,
operation in unlicensed bands will result in significant inter-
ference issues, ultimately degrading the network performance.
Thus there is a need to explore alternate spectrum opportunities.
Recently, a number of studies (e.g., see [16]–[20]) have been
presented on different smart grid related platforms regarding the
application of cognitive radio for smart grid communication.
Against this background, our objective in this paper is to

enhance RPL for cognitive radio enabled AMI networks. To
the best of our knowledge, the adaptability and application of
RPL in CR enabled AMI networks has not been studied before.
We enhance basic RPL with novel modifications especially tai-
lored for CR environments. We develop an opportunistic for-
warding approach to meet the utility requirements of secondary
network (cognitive AMI network) along with protecting the pri-
mary users (PUs). The enhanced protocol is termed as CORPL
(cognitive and opportunistic RPL). The rest of the paper is or-
ganized as follows. Section II presents an overview of RPL. In
Section III we discuss the challenges for any routing protocol in
CR environment. CORPL considers these challenges as design
objectives. Section IV presents the CORPL framework followed
by the performance evaluation in Section V. Finally the paper
is concluded in Section VI.

II. OVERVIEW OF RPL

RPL is a distance-vector and a source routing protocol. The
key aspect of RPL is to maintain network state information
using one or more directed acyclic graphs (DAGs). A DAG is
a directed graph wherein all edges are oriented in such a way
that no cycles exist. Each DAG created in RPL has a root node
which acts as a gateway. Each node (client node) in the DAG
is assigned a rank that is computed on the basis of an objective
function. The rank monotonically increases in the downward di-
rection (DAG root has the lowest rank) and represents a node’s
virtual position to other nodes with respect to the DAG root. A
node in DAG can only be associated with other nodes having
same or smaller rank compared to its own rank in order to avoid
cycles. RPL does not specify any particular objective function
for DAG rank computation. In order to construct a DAG, the
gateway broadcasts a control message called DAG information
object (DIO) containing relevant network information including

the DAGID to identify the DAG and the rank information along
with the objective function for rank computation. Any node that
receives the DIOmessage andwants to join the DAG should add
the DIO sender to its parent list, compute its own rank according
to the objective function, and forwards the DIO message with
the updated rank information. When a node already associated
with the DAG receives another DIO message, it can discard the
DIO message (according to some criteria specified by RPL),
process the DIO message to maintain its position in existing
DAG, or improve its position by obtaining a lower rank ac-
cording to the objective function. Once the DAG is constructed,
each node will be able to forward any inward traffic (destined to
the gateway) by choosing its most preferred parent as the next
hop node.
RPL also specifies a methodology for outward traffic

(gateway to client node) through destination advertisement
object (DAO) control message which is unicast in the upward
direction. The intermediate nodes record the reverse path infor-
mation and thus a complete outward path is established from
the gateway to the client node.
To maintain a DAG, each node periodically generates DIO

messages triggered by the trickle timer [21] which optimizes the
message transmission frequency based on network conditions.
The frequency is increased in case of inconsistent network in-
formation and decreased in case of stable network conditions.
For more information on RPL, the interested reader is referred
to comprehensive surveys in [22] and [23].

III. ROUTING CHALLENGES IN CR ENVIRONMENT

A key aspect of any CR environment is spectrum sensing.
Nodes periodically monitor the current channel for PU activity
before using it for transmission. During this interval (sensing
time), nodes are not involved in forwarding data packets and
therefore, the multi-hop network is virtually disconnected at the
node that is engaged in spectrum sensing. Hence, the routing
algorithm should explicitly account for the spectrum sensing
state of different nodes.
The secondary network operation must ensure protection for

both PU transmitters and PU receivers (temporal and spatial
protection). The latter is particularly important for those PU ap-
plications where the transmission is uni-directional (e.g., TV
broadcast). The protection to the PU transmitter is subject to
accurate detection of the PU activity. On the other hand, PU
receivers are difficult to detect and can be easily affected by
the transmission from neighboring CR users. Therefore, the net-
work layer should provide explicit protection to PU receivers by
avoiding regions where such users might be present [24].
The protection provided to PUs results in a performance

tradeoff for the secondary network. Hence the routing protocol
must optimize the operation for both primary and secondary
networks depending upon the level of protection for the former
and the quality-of-service (QoS) requirements of the latter.

IV. CORPL FRAMEWORK

In this section, we describe the framework of our enhanced
RPL protocol for CR environments, i.e., CORPL. The objective
of CORPL is to retain the DAG based approach of RPL and
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at the same time introduce novel modifications to allow its ap-
plication in CR environments. Before describing the proposed
protocol, it is important to discuss the underlying systemmodel.

A. System Model

We consider a static multi-hop wireless AMI network con-
sisting of different smart meters and a gateway node (meter con-
centrator). We assume that the smart meters are CR enabled.1

Each smart meter (node) is equipped with a single radio trans-
ceiver that can be tuned to any channel in the licensed spec-
trum. We assume stationary PU transmitters (and hence
available channels) with known locations and maximum cov-
erage ranges. The PU (transmitter) activity model for the th
channel is given by a two state independent and identically dis-
tributed (i.i.d.) random process such that the duration of busy
and idle periods is exponentially distributed with a mean of

and , respectively. Let denote the state that
the th channel is busy (PU is active) with probability

, and denote the state that the th
channel is idle with probability , such that . We
assume that a node employs energy detection techniques [25]
(during spectrum sensing period) for primary signal detection
wherein it compares the received energy with a predefined
threshold to decide whether the th channel is occupied or
not, i.e.,

if
if

(1)

The two principal metrics in spectrum sensing are the detec-
tion probability , and the false alarm probability . A
higher detection probability ensures better protection to incum-
bents, whereas a lower false alarm probability ensures efficient
utilization of the channel. As per [26], false alarm and detection
probabilities for the th channel can be expressed as follows.

(2)

(3)

where is the complementary error function, and
and denote the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the primary
signal and the bandwidth-time product for the th channel re-
spectively.
We assume that the AMI network comprises of two types of

traffic: low priority monitoring data (that can be considered as
best-effort) and high priority delay sensitive2 information (that
have an associated deadline).

1It should be noted that due to resource constrained nature of smart meters,
there is a need of developing low cost dynamic spectrum access solutions for
cognitive AMI networks. However, this is beyond the scope of this paper.
2A fundamental objective in smart grid is to balance the supply and demand

through precise information of power load obtained via smart meters. Hence
delay sensitive traffic is an integral part of AMI networks.

Fig. 1. MAC frame structure in CR network.

B. CORPL Overview

To address the afore mentioned challenges, we develop an
opportunistic forwarding approach [27] that consists of two key
steps: selection of a forwarder set, i.e., each node in the net-
work selects multiple next hop neighbors, and a coordination
scheme to ensure that only the best receiver of each packet for-
wards it (unique forwarder selection). It has been shown that
the opportunistic forwarding approach improves the end-to-end
throughput and reliability (by exploiting the inherent character-
istics of wireless channel) of the network, the latter being an
important concern for lossy networks.
A key challenge in opportunistic forwarding is the selection

of forwarder set. CORPL takes advantage of the existing parent
structure of RPL that requires at least one backup parent besides
the default parent.3 In CORPL, each node maintains a forwarder
set such that the forwarding node (next hop) is opportunistically
selected. The creation of forwarder set is elaborated upon later.
CORPL uses a cost function approach to dynamically prioritize
the nodes in the forwarder set. Moreover, CORPL uses a simple
overhearing based coordination scheme to ensure a unique for-
warder selection.
CORPL takes advantage of the opportunistic forwarding ap-

proach to support high-priority delay sensitive alarms that need
to arrive at the gateway before a given deadline as well as to se-
lect paths with minimum interference to PU receivers. The PU
transmitter protection is ensured through optimal transmission
time for the secondary network subject to an interference con-
straint. This will be discussed in detail later.
As nodes engaged in spectrum sensing cannot receive/for-

ward packets, therefore, the network performance is degraded
in terms of end-to-end throughput, latency, and packet loss ratio.
CORPL utilizes two different techniques to improve overall
network performance under spectrum sensing state of different
nodes.

C. Protocol Description

The MAC frame structure in a CR network consists of a
sensing slot and a transmission slot as shown in Fig. 1.
In periodic spectrum sensing scenarios, there is a possibility of
causing harmful interference to PUs due to imperfect spectrum
sensing in realistic conditions. This interference is quantified in
terms of interference ratio (IR), defined as the expected fraction
of ON duration of PU transmission interrupted by the transmis-
sion of secondary users and is given for the th channel as fol-
lows [28].

(4)
where . We assume that the nodes in
our network employ optimal transmission time that maximizes

3In RPL the backup parents ignore the transmission and the packet is for-
warded through the default parent only.
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Fig. 2. Rank computation based on ETX. The default parent for node 5 is node 3 owing to a smaller rank compared to nodes 2 and 4. An example forwarder list
for Class A routes (obtained using (8)) is also shown along with the timeline of coordination scheme. Note that a node who fails to receive the ACK will forward
the frame as well.

the throughput of the secondary network subject to an interfer-
ence constraint, i.e., , where denotes the
maximum tolerable interference ratio on the th channel. This
transmission time is given for the th channel as follows.

(5)

where is the detection probability threshold, defined as the
detection probability at SNR level as low as , where
is specified by the regulator.
As we want to retain the DAG structure of RPL, therefore, in

CORPL the construction process follows a similar procedure as
explained earlier. After detecting a vacant channel, the gateway
node transmits a DIO message. We use expected transmission
count (ETX) [29] as the default metric for rank computation,
which is frequently used in lossy networks. The ETX of a link
from node to node is given by where is the
probability of node receiving a transmission from node . The
ETX of a link will be measured and updated continuously, once
the link starts to carry data traffic. The rank computation method
for a node joining the DAG is illustrated in Fig. 2. Due to peri-
odic spectrum sensing by each node, the DAG convergence time
(defined as the time taken by the set of nodes to obtain topolog-
ical information and become part of the DAG) will increase due
to higher packet loss ratio as explained earlier.
Next we describe the procedure of constructing the forwarder

set for opportunistic forwarding. It should be noted that each
node in CORPL has a default parent (like RPL) which has been
selected based on ETX. The forwarder set is constructed in such
a way that the forwarding nodes are within the transmission
range of each other. During the DIO transmission, each node

also reports some additional information using the Option field
of the DIO message.4 Each node updates the neighborhood in-
formation through the DIO message transmission. Based upon
the neighborhood information, each node dynamically priori-
tizes its neighbors in order to construct the forwarder list.5 The
priorities are assigned according to a cost function. Since the
construction of forwarder list incurs overhead, the forwarder set
should be limited to a maximum of neighbors. When a node
does not hear from its neighbor for a predefined time interval,
its corresponding entry in the forwarder list is deleted. Simi-
larly, the forwarder list is updated if a node having a better cost
appears.
The cost function to prioritize the nodes in the forwarder

set depends on the routing class. CORPL considers two dif-
ferent routing classes. The first class (class A) assigns a greater
importance to PU receiver protection whereas in second class
(class B), the end-to-end latency is the key consideration for
supporting the high priority delay sensitive alarms. These two
classes of protocols are explained as follows.
In order to reduce interference to PU receivers (which can be

present anywhere in the coverage area of PU transmitters), the
routes for the secondary network should be selected such that
they pass through regions of minimum coverage overlap with
the PU transmission coverage. A node calculates the fractional
area of its transmission coverage under the coverage of th PU
transmitter as , such that is given by (6) at
the bottom of the page, where and denote the coverage

4One option field is limited to 7 bytes, such that 1 byte is allocated to “Option
Type,” 1 byte is allocated to “Option Length,” and 5 bytes are allocated for
“Option Data.” We assume that 5 bytes are sufficient for including neighbor
address along with necessary neighborhood information.
5The forwarder list refers to the arrangement of nodes in the forwarder set

according to their respective priorities.

(6)
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radii of the th PU transmitter and the th node respectively,
and is the distance between the two.
For delay sensitive alarms, the node must find the next-hop

that guarantees the deadline. If the deadline has elapsed, the
packet will be dropped. The node assumes that the time before
the deadline can be uniformly shared among the nodes in the
route. The delay budget (DB) for the transmission is given by

(7)

where is the deadline associated with the packet
, is the current time, and is the hop distance between

the th node and the DAG root. When a packet is at node ,
the delay before the packet is correctly transmitted to the next
hop depends on: a) delay until a vacant channel is found
and b) the average delay until the next hop correctly receives
the packet . While depends on PU activity and spectrum
sensing outcome, is characterized by the MAC layer and can
be estimated by the packet delivery ratio. The node that provides
the highest margin for delay budget, i.e., will
be given the highest priority in the forwarder list.
The nodes in the forwarder list are prioritized according to

a cost function based on neighborhood information. A node
calculates the cost for a node in its forwarder set as follows.

(8)

where is the net overlapping area of th node
with all PU transmitters, is the ETX of the link between
nodes and , accounts for the delay budget margin pro-
vided by the th node, and , , and are design parameters
such that . For class A routes, and
the node with minimum cost has the highest priority. For class
B routes, and the node with the highest cost has
the highest priority. The cost function also includes a weightage
for ETX which is a link quality indicator. It has been shown that
the cooperative gain of opportunistic forwarding becomes less
significant when the inter-forwarder link success probabilities
are low [29]. Thus, it is important to consider the effect of ETX
in selecting the forwarding nodes.
CORPL requires some modifications at the MAC layer as

well. In CORPL setup, the MAC layer adds the addresses of
the nodes in forwarder list to the MAC header of the frame.
The receiving nodes (nodes in the forwarder set) extract the ad-
dress information (added on top of the standard header) by de-
coding MAC header. A node obtains the priority information by
checking the location of its address in the MAC header (e.g., if
its address is in the first address location of the header, it has the
highest priority in the forwarder list).
In CORPL, the default parent has the highest priority for best-

effort traffic. However, for class A and class B routes, the default
parent is also considered in the forwarding set. If a better node
(with lower or higher cost for class A or class B respectively)
is available, a special flag is set in the header (See 6LoWPAN
packet header) of forwarding packet which indicates that the
packet is not intended for the default parent. In this case the
default parent follows a similar procedure as described earlier
for any other receiving node.

In order to ensure a unique forwarder selection, CORPL em-
ploys a simple overhearing-based coordination scheme based
on the acknowledgement (ACK) frames. This is illustrated in
Fig. 2. If the special flag is not set, the default parent forwards
the data to the next hop and generates an ACK. This ACK is
captured by the nodes in the forwarder set (recall that the nodes
forming the forwarder set are within transmission range of each
other). If the default parent fails to forward the frame within
a timeout period (no ACK is received), the node with the next
highest priority forwards it. In case of class A or class B routes,
the highest priority node forwards the data by default and in case
it fails to forward, the second highest priority node forwards it
with the same technique. It should be noted that this approach
has an associated probability of erroneous forwarding of same
frame by multiple forwarding nodes. Thus, we define coordi-
nation overhead as the probability of a node in the forwarder
set retransmitting a frame when any other node has already for-
warded it to next hop. The coordination overhead for a
node whose parent set is indicated by can be calculated as
follows.

(9)

where is the path cost from node to gateway node. As
the rank computation is based on ETX, therefore for calculating
, we assume the path cost in terms of ETX.
The total path cost to reach the gateway node from a node

with a parent set depends on the cost of opportunistic for-
warding to its parent set and the remaining path cost of node s
parent set [30], which is given by

(10)

where it is assumed that the nodes in are sorted by their cost
(in terms of ETX) to the gateway node, i.e.,

. Note that the second term in the numerator accounts for
the probability of a data packet being received by a particular
node in and not being received by any node with a lower cost
to reach the gateway node, whereas the denominator accounts
for the probability that at least one node in has received the
packet.
CORPL employs two different techniques for mitigating the

performance degradation due to spectrum sensing. The first
technique improves the performance through gathering sensing
schedule information of the neighboring nodes. During DIO
message transmission, each node also appends the following
information: a) time left before the node starts the next round of
spectrum sensing, b) interval between two successive spectrum
sensing events, and c) timestamp. A receiving node maintains
this information along with the forwarder list. Therefore, a node
knows when its neighboring nodes will undertake spectrum
sensing and for how long. This is particularly important for
delay sensitive traffic. Nodes which are unable to forward
packets due to spectrum sensing, and hence provide a lower
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Fig. 3. Simulated network topology. The circles represent the coverage area of PU transmitters. In order to have realistic number of secondary nodes, the density
is kept low (node nodes per unit area in this case). Nodes are connected in the form of a DAG where numbers represent node IDs. (a) PU
transmitters and Poisson distributed secondary nodes. (b) DAG construction.

delay budget margin can be avoided by assigning a lower
priority in the forwarder list.
The second technique improves performance by decreasing

the spectrum sensing time. Reduction of sensing time is possible
when a node is situated in region of low PU activity, and hence
the number of channel changes that occur over time is small
[31]. Initially the sensing time is set to maximum value, i.e.,

for a fixed missed detection probability
. The sensing time is decreased over time (by tracking

the PU activity and establishing the fact that the node is located
in region of low PU activity) according to the following relation:

, where is the step size, given by

TABLE I
SIMULATION CONFIGURATION PARAMETERS

and is a constant which is obtained from the gradient
of sensing time versus the missed detection probability curve
(see [31] for more details). When successive missed detection
events occur, the node increases the sensing time with similar
step size.
It should be noted that traffic in AMI networks is mostly

inward (from nodes to gateway), therefore CORPL primarily
focuses on inward traffic. The outward traffic, which is rare,
follows the standard reverse path recording methodology [22]
using DAO messages as described in the RPL standard.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of CORPL under
different scenarios. We implement CORPL in MATLAB with
the topology as shown in Fig. 3. Other simulation parameters
are given in Table I. We consider a square region of side 1000
meters that is occupied by 9 PU transmitters. The secondary
users are assumed to be Poisson distributed in the whole re-
gion with a mean density as shown. We consider a frequency se-
lective Rayleigh fading channel between any two nodes, where
the channel gain accounts for small scale Rayleigh fading, large
scale path loss and shadowing. For performance comparison,
we also implement RPL in CR environments.
First we investigate the impact of spectrum sensing on the

overall performance. Fig. 4 shows the average DAG conver-
gence time against the spectrum sensing time. The results are
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Fig. 4. Spectrum sensing time against the average DAG convergence time over
100 iterations (node nodes per unit area).

Fig. 5. (a) DAG convergence time against LOP. (b) Average no. of hops to-
wards gateway for different node densities.

averaged over 100 iterations and represented in the form of a
box plot. On each box, the central mark is the median, the edges
of the box are the 25th and 75th percentile, and the whiskers ex-
tend to the most extreme data points not considered as outliers.
The link outage probability (LOP) is set to 20%.We note that the
DAG convergence time increases as sensing time increases due
to the fact that DIO messages are dropped with higher proba-
bility (nodes spend more time in spectrum sensing state). There-
fore, a large number of DIO message retransmissions contribute
to a higher DAG convergence time.
Similarly, the DAG convergence time increases as the LOP

increases due to higher link layer retransmissions as shown in
Fig. 5(a). Note that the DAG convergence time reduces as the
node density increases. This is because a higher density results
in faster dissemination of network information owing to more
nodes in the coverage range.Moreover, the probability of a node
associating with a lower ranked parent increases which ulti-
mately improves the DAG convergence time by reducing the
number of hops towards the gateway as shown in Fig. 5(b).

Fig. 6. PDR performance comparison for different protocols (node
nodes per unit area).

Fig. 7. Deadline violation probability for different scenarios (averaged over
10 000 packets from different nodes; the order of legend applies left to right).

Next, we evaluate the performance in terms of packet de-
livery ratio (PDR) which is defined as the ratio of number of
packets received to the total number of packets sent. PDR cap-
tures the fraction of packets sent by different nodes that are
actually delivered to the gateway. We generate 10 000 packets
(packet bytes) from different nodes and calculate
the average PDR for different scenarios as shown in Fig. 6.
It is evident from the results that CORPL outperforms RPL,
where traffic is forwarded through the default parent only. The
performance gain is significant under poor channel conditions
(high LOP). CORPL utilizes the diversity of routes and hence
improves the PDR by reducing retransmissions. For best-effort
traffic in CORPL, ETX is the only factor in ranking the nodes
in the forwarder set. Hence, the PDR for best-effort traffic is
higher than class A and class B routes which assign a relatively
less weightage to ETX.
We also evaluate the class specific performance of CORPL.

The results in Fig. 7 evaluate the deadline violation probability
(DVP) for delay sensitive alarms under different scenarios. The
DVP increases as the LOP increases due to higher link layer re-
transmissions that decrease the remaining lifetime of a packet
at the intermediate nodes and therefore, the packet is dropped
before reaching the gateway. CORPL (class B) provides en-
hanced performance compared to RPL as the next hop is oppor-
tunistically selected in the former by assigning higher priority
to nodes providing higher delay budget margin. This is unlike
RPL where the default parent may not always provide enough
delay budget margin. Moreover, a higher node density reduces
the DVP by reducing the number of hops towards gateway as
shown in Fig. 5(b).
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Fig. 8. Collision risk factor against secondary nodes transmission radii (results
are averaged over 10 000 packets from different nodes, node

nodes per unit area).

Fig. 9. DAG convergence time for different performance enhancement tech-
niques ( , results are averaged over 100 iterations, node

nodes per unit).

We evaluate the level of protection for PU receivers in terms
of collision risk factor (CRF), which is defined as the ratio of
colliding transmissions to the total number of secondary node
transmissions at the PU receivers. Hence CRF depends on PU
transmitter activity and coverage overlap between secondary
nodes and PU transmitters. As seen by the results in Fig. 8,
CORPL (class A) reduces the chances of collision to PU re-
ceivers by up to 50% under both low and high PU transmitter
activity. Note that the CRF increases with increased PU activity
and secondary node transmission range due to higher proba-
bility of collision with PU receivers.
CORPL employs two different techniques for mitigating the

performance degradation due to spectrum sensing, which have
been evaluated in Fig. 9 by calculating the averageDAG conver-
gence time. Techniques A and B respectively refer to gathering
sensing schedule information and reducing sensing time under
low PU activity, whereas in standard method no enhancement
technique is employed. Both techniques improve the DAG con-
vergence time. However, the highest improvement is achieved
through technique Bwhere the sensing time is reduced over time
by tracking the PU activity in the form of amoving window. The
abscissa in Fig. 9 refers to for technique B, using which
the step size is calculated as described earlier. Both techniques
will also enhance the DAG maintenance phase by reducing the
number of packets dropped due to periodic spectrum sensing
state.
Lastly, we evaluate the coordination overhead of

CORPL. In simulations, it is estimated as the ratio of the
number of duplicate packets to the total number of packets

Fig. 10. Coordination overhead for CORPL (best-effort traffic) against link
outage probability (averaged over 10 000 packets from different nodes, node

nodes per unit).

received at the gateway node. The results in Fig. 10 show the
trend of against the size of forwarder set for different
values of LOP. We note that increases as LOP increases
due to the fact that the probability of a node (in the forwarding
set) not capturing an ACK increases, which results in duplicate
packet forwarding. With a similar reasoning, increases as
the size of the forwarder set increases.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

RPL is emerging as the de facto routing protocol for many
applications including AMI networks. A fundamental challenge
in AMI networks is the reliable and low latency data delivery
for different application in order to realize the vision of smart
grid. Considering the promising future of cognitive smart grid
networks, we propose CORPL; which is an enhanced RPL
based routing protocol for cognitive radio enabled AMI net-
works. CORPL utilizes an opportunistic forwarding approach
that not only ensures protection to PUs but also fulfils the utility
requirements of the secondary network. Results show that
CORPL improves the reliability of the network while reducing
harmful interference to PUs by up to 50% as well as reducing
the deadline violation probability for delay sensitive traffic.
Hence, CORPL provides a viable solution for practical cogni-
tive AMI networks. The future work will focus on analysis of
CORPL under the dynamics of power systems.
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